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The Design Channel launches new branding campaign for Wright Manufacturing 

Commercial lawn mower company was looking for a fresh approach to propel its brand

WASHINGTON, DC/BALTIMORE, MD, January 1, 2005 — The Design Channel, LLC, a design, branding and inte-

grated communications firm recently launched the first two ads of a new branding campaign for Wright

Manufacturing, Inc.

Wright, a Maryland-based manufacturer of innovative equipment for the lawn maintenance industry, hired The

Design Channel several months ago to develop a new brand positioning strategy for the company. In December

the first of two full-page ads were released to launch the campaign. “The ads look fantastic—they'll get huge

attention in the market!” said Bill Wright, president and founder of Wright Manufacturing, Inc. The ads are a part

of an integrated branding campaign which also includes sales collateral, point-of-purchase, direct marketing, and

web development. 

Wright is located in Frederick, Maryland and has a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. Designed by a former

lawn maintenance professional, Wright mowers are a major step forward in grass-cutting technology. ”Wright

mowers are different. Every one of its products challenges the conventional wisdom of the industry by new

thinking and smart engineering” said David Franek, president of The Design Channel. “Its Stander lawn mower,

for example, changed the way lawn professionals mow grass by riding in a standing position behind the mower,

is now an industry icon. Our positioning strategy ’The Wright Way to Mow’ focuses on how Wright is a better

way to mow—faster, easier and safer.”

The Design Channel, with offices in Washington DC and Baltimore, MD, provides a full range of integrated 

services, which include direct marketing, identity programs, marketing and advertising campaigns, corporate

communications, broadcast and interactive media.
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o “Stander” ad

o “Sentar” ad


